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 HTML/CSS 1 Instructions

1. [[paragraph]] and [[break]] tags

1.1. introduction to HTML

Webpages are made with 2 computer languages: HTML defines the content
of pages and CSS defines how it looks. Your web browser reads HTML and
CSS code from the Internet and displays pretty pages on your screen.

In lessons 1-10 you'll create your own Code Avengers profile (like the one on
the phone) as you learn the basics of HTML.

In lessons 11-20 you'll build a business profile page as you learn the basics
of CSS.

In this lesson you'll write your first HTML code.

For your 1st task follow these steps:

1. On lines 1 in the editor, replace TYPE YOUR SENTENCE HERE with a
sentence about why you want to learn to code.

2. Click to check when you are done.

1.2. spaces and blank lines

The phone displays what your sentence in the code editor looks like as a
webpage.

Follow the instructions below to see what happens when you add another
sentence in your code.

1. On line 3 in the code, type a 2nd sentence about what you want to
build with your coding skills.

2. Compare your code with the phone screen. The code editor should
have a blank line between the 2 sentences. The phone screen will
not have a blank line between the sentences.

3. Press SPACEBAR to add several spaces between 2 words in your
code.

4. Notice that on the phone the extra spaces are ignored.
5. Click the button when you are done.

1.3. break tag

The web browser ignores extra spaces in HTML code. No matter how many
spaces or new lines you put between words in your code they are shown 1
space apart on the webpage.

To make sentences appear on separate lines, you need an HTML tag!

HTML tags are special bits of code that give structure to a webpage. Each tag
begins with < and ends with >.

For example, <br> is the line break tag. It makes the text that comes after it
go to a new line.

1. Put the <br> tag between 2 of your sentences.
2. View the result on the phone.
3. Click the when you are done.

1.4. paragraph tag

The <p> (paragraph) tag is put before paragraphs of text. This tag
automatically adds some space above and below each paragraph.

For example:

HTML Code <p>Sentence 1
 <p>Sentence 2

 <p>Sentence 3

Webpage Output

Compare this to the <br> tag, which puts sentences on separate lines
without any space above or below the lines of text.

For example:

HTML Code Sentence 1
 <br>

 Sentence 2
 <br>

 Sentence 3

Webpage Output

For your next task:

1. Change the <br> tag to <p>.
2. Click the to complete the task.
3. (Optional) Put a <p> tag before the start of your 1st sentence.

Extra info

If you have learnt some html before, you may be used to writing paragraphs
like this: <p>Paragraph text</p>

The code </p> is called a paragraph end tag. You may be surprised to find
out that paragraph end tags are optional.

In this course, we follow a set of coding guidelines called the Google style
guide, which recommends leaving out optional tags.

Those who have already learnt some HTML may be interested to know that
the <html></html>, <head></head> and <body></body> start and end tags
are also optional. Your page works fine if you leave them out.

1.5. doctype tag

The code <!doctype html> should always be put on the first line of your
HTML code. It tells the web browser that your page uses HTML5, the latest
version of HTML.

The HTML4 doctype code was much more complicated.

1. Put <!doctype html> at the start of line 1 (this won't change how
your page looks).

2. Click the button to complete the lesson.

If you forget <!doctype html>, new web browsers automatically guess that
your page uses HTML5. Using doctype helps your page look the same across
all browsers.

2. {{title}}, {{heading}} & {{strong}} tags

<p>Sentence 1 
<p>Sentence 2 

Sentence 1 
<br> 

https://google.github.io/styleguide/htmlcssguide.html
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2.1. title element

An organization called W3C makes the rules for HTML and CSS. These rules
say that all valid webpages need 2 things:

1. A doctype (the only tag that starts with <!).
2. A title element.

A title element has 3 parts:
 

start tag - contents - end tag

<title>  Page Title  </title>

Notice that the start tag begins with <t> and the end tag begins with </t>.

What you write in the title element shows up in the tab not the webpage.
Title contents are also used in search-engine results, and when you
bookmark/favorite webpages.

1. Click profile.html to add code to that page.
2. On line 1 add the doctype.
3. On line 2, add a title element with the text:

 "Code Avengers Profile"
4. On line 3, add the text "My Profile" with no tags around it.
5. Look at the phone to see the webpage that your code creates.
6. Click when you are done.
7. (Optional) Click the link at the top of the phone that says "Show

profile.html in a new tab". Check that the web browser tab title
matches the contents of your HTML title element.

2.2. heading elements

The tags <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <h4>, <h5> and <h6> are put around heading
text.

<h1> is used for the main heading, <h2> is used for sub-headings, <h3> is
used for sub-sub headings etc.

Like the title tag, heading tags have 3 parts:

start tag - contents - end tag

    <h1>  Heading  </h1>

Heading tags make the heading text bigger and add space above and below
the contents. For example:

HTML Code
<h1>Heading</h1>

 <h2>Sub heading</h2>
 <h3>Sub-sub heading</h3>

 Text

Webpage Output

Notice that the text that comes after the last heading end tag (</h3>) is
automatically shown on a new line on the webpage.

For your next task:

1. Put the tags <h1> and </h1> around the words "My Profile".
2. Now change both h1 tags to one of the other heading tags: h2, h3,

h4, h5, or h6. Notice the size difference each time you change the
tags.

3. Click when you are done.

2.3. sup tag

To make 1st look like 1st you need to use the superscript tag <sup>.

The code in the example page uses: 24<sup>th</sup> to make 24th look

like 24th.

Follow the steps below to add your name and birthday using the
same format as the example on the phone.

1. Choose a code name to hide your true identity, then add your code
name to your page using the format:

 Name: Super Cutey
2. Add your birthday and use the sup (superscript) tag with the day

number. Use the format:
 Birthday: 24th December

3. Use the break tag to show your name and birthday on separate
lines.

4. The main heading on a page should use h1 so change the heading
tags back to h1.

5. Click when you are done.

2.4. strong tag

In the example page, the words "name", "birthday" and "height" are made
bold using the <strong> tag.

1. As shown in the example, add your height on a separate line after
the name and birthday.

2. Surround the words "name", "birthday" and "height" with strong
start tags and end tags.

3. Click when you are done.

Extra information

In HTML, there is also a bold tag <b>, which has a similar effect to the
<strong> tag.

Click here to read about the difference between <strong> and <b> tags.

2.5. link tag

At the moment our page looks quite boring!

To add some style you need to learn CSS, which you'll do in lessons 11-20.
But for now, let's use the HTML link tag to link to an existing CSS file.

HTML start tags can contain attributes.

The link start tag in this task contains a rel attribute, which tells us the
type of file that it links to.

The href attribute tells us the path of the file that it links to. (The address of
the file).

You'll learn more about attributes soon.

A file that contains CSS code is called a stylesheet.

1. Add a link to a stylesheet we created for you, by adding the
following code on line 3:

 <link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/profile1.css">
2. We've created many stylesheet options. Try changing profile1.css

to profile2.css, profile3.css etc. and use the one you like best.
Click here to preview them all.

3. Click when you are done.

3. Fixing common HTML mistakes

3.1. fixing bugs

It is easy to make mistakes when you type code. Mistakes in code are often
called bugs.

Some mistakes don't change the way your page looks. Other mistakes make
it look very different.

Each task in this lesson has 2 bugs for you to fix.

1. Fix the incorrect heading end tag on line 5; this bug does not affect
how the page looks.

2. Add the missing strong end tag to the end of line 8; this bug
incorrectly makes the text on line 10 bold as well.

3. For each task in this lesson fix the 2 mistakes then click .
4. Click if you need to reset the code.

3.2. forward slash

/ closes tags and needs to be included in end tags. 
 For example:

 <start-tag></end-tag> <strong>Text</strong>

The code is missing 2 forward slashes (/), which has made
everything disappear.

1. Fix the 1st bug.
2. Fix the 2nd bug.

3.3. spelling

Spelling is very important You must be careful not to use the wrong tag.

1. Fix the 1st bug.
2. Fix the 2nd bug.

<h1>Heading</h1> 
<h2>Sub 

http://html5doctor.com/i-b-em-strong-element
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3.4. not backslash

Be very careful not to get forward / and backslash \ mixed up!

1. Fix the 1st bug.
2. Fix the 2nd bug.

See the \ in orange and the / in red on the keyboards below

3.5. deleting

Accidentally deleting characters in HTML code can cause big problems!

1. Fix the mistake on line 2.
2. Fix the mistake on line 3.

4. [[image]] tag

4.1. img tag

To make your profile more interesting let's add images using img tags!

I used the following code to add an image of my daughter to the example
page:

<img src="/images/profile0.png">

Note that if you use <image> instead of <img> it does work even though it is
actually invalid HTML.

So please use <img> not <image>.

Also notice that the <img> tag has an attribute called src (short for source),
which tells the browser what image to show. The example page shows a
photo that is stored in the /images/ folder on the Code Avengers web site.

1. Add the image /images/profile1.png to your page.
2. Try changing the number 1 in profile1.png to the numbers 2 to 16,

and choose your favorite.
 Click here to preview the profile images.

3. For each task in this lesson, click when you are done.

4.2. image height and width

You can change the size of an image using the width and height attributes
in the <img> tag.

The following code was used to shrink the 1st image on the example page:

<img width="140" src="/images/daughter2.jpg">

This code resizes the image to 140 pixels wide; the height is automatically
adjusted so that the image stays in proportion.

1. Resize your profile image using the height or width attribute.
2. Click when you like the size of your image.

4.3. title attribute

The title attribute is used to add tooltips to images. A tooltip is a
message that is shown when the mouse pointer hovers over an item on a
webpage.

Try hovering over the images in the example page to see the tooltips.

The code for the last image in the example is:

<img width="140" src="/images/daughter5.jpg" title="Mmm...
lunch time">

1. Add a tooltip to your profile image.
2. Click on the phone screen, and hover over your image for 2

seconds; a tooltip should appear.

Note: 
 Attributes inside a tag can be in any order, so all of these lines of code do

the same thing:

<img src="/images/daughter5.jpg" width="140" title="Mmm...
lunch time">

<img title="Mmm... lunch time" src="/images/daughter5.jpg"
width="140">

<img width="140" title="Mmm... lunch time"
src="/images/daughter5.jpg">

4.4. full URLs

In task 1 you added an img tag that displays an image stored on the Code
Avengers website. <img src="/images/profile1.png">

To display an image from another website on your profile, set the image src
attribute to the full URL (Internet address), which starts with http://.

For example, the following code displays an image from a game we created
called MouseMaster:

<img src="https://mouse-master.com/idol.png">

1. Get the full URL of an image of a vehicle or gadget using Google
image search; click here for instructions, and follow them
carefully.

2. Add an image tag and use the full URL as the src attribute value. If
the image doesn't appear on the phone, carefully repeat the
instructions.

3. Add a tooltip that gives extra information about the image.
4. Under the image, add some text that explains the image.

Click here for instructions on including images from your Google drive
account on your page.

To use images from another website on your own site you need permission
from the owner. Visit Creative Commons Search to find images that you can
use for free without permission.

4.5. alt attribute

The W3C rules say that all <img> tags should have an alt (alternate text)
attribute. The alternate text describes an image to search engines (like
Google) and blind people.

Here is an example of an image with alternate text:

<img src="/images/daughter2.jpg" alt="baby and dad">

1. Add alt attribute text to describe each of your images.
2. Click when you are done.

If an image has a caption, the alternate text is not really needed, but do it for
this task.

Click here to learn how blind people use the internet.

5. Linking pages using the [[anchor]] tag

5.1. Making links with anchor tags

Links to other webpages are added using the <a> (anchor) tag. Don't
confuse this with the link tag, which adds links to CSS style sheets.

The image caption "My Aunty" on the example page is linked to my mum's
blog. The code for this link is: <a
href="http://fionamotherof8.blogspot.com">My Aunty</a>

The text in between the <a> tags is shown on the webpage, usually in a
different color than the rest of the text.

The href attribute gives the URL (Internet address) of the webpage that
opens when the link is clicked.

To complete this task:

1. On the line before the heading "My Profile", add <a> tags with the
word "Blog" in between.

2. Make the link go to the Code Avengers blog site:
http://blog.codeavengers.com

3. For each task in this lesson click when you are done.

https://mouse-master.com/
https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&q=vehicle
https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&q=gadget
http://images.google.com/
http://search.creativecommons.org/
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5.2. href attribute

To create a link from your profile to another page on the Code Avengers
website, you don't need to use the full address.

For example, both of the following link to our home page: <a
href="https://codeavengers.com/index.html">

   Code Avengers Home</a> <a href="/index.html">Code Avengers
Home</a>

The longer version is an absolute URL. The shorter version is called a
relative URL.

Notice that both the link and a tags use the href attribute to specify the file
they link to.

1. Just before the blog link, add a link to the Code Avengers "About us"
page.

2. The text for the link is: "About us"
3. The URL for the link is: /m/about.html
4. On the phone, click the "About us" link to check that it goes to the

correct page.
5. (Optional) Use the | character (above the ENTER key on US

keyboards, or in the bottom left corner on UK keyboards) to put a
bar between the links.

5.3. anchors around images

An image can become a link by surrounding it with an anchor tag. The
following code links a gold idol image to Mouse Master, the game it is from:
<a href="https://mouse-master.com">   <img src="https://mouse-
master.com/idol.png"> </a>

1. Add the Code Avengers logo before the "blog" and "about" links;
there are 10 logos to choose from: /images/logo.png,
/images/logo2.png, /images/logo3.png etc.

2. Add alt attribute text; look in the reference for an example.
3. Surround the logo image with <a> tags. Make sure the logo is

before the blog and about links.
4. Link the logo to the home page by setting the anchor's href

attribute to: /index.html

5.4. open in a new tab

If you click the link (with the text "My Aunty") on the example page,
fionamotherof8.blogspot.com opens in a new tab.

This is done by adding a target attribute to the <a> tag with a value of
_blank. For example: <a href="http://fionamotherof8.blogspot.com"
  target="_blank">Fiona's Blog</a>

Usually you only add the target="_blank" attribute on links to external
web sites.

Reminder: the code for adding a link to an image. <a
href="https://mouse-master.com">   <img src="https://mouse-
master.com/idol.png"> </a>

For your next task:

1. Add a link around the vehicle or gadget image you added in
lesson 4. 
This is probably the last <img> on your webpage.

2. Link the vehicle or gadget to the site that you got it from.
3. Add a target attribute to make the link open a new tab when it is

clicked.

5.5. tooltips

For the final task in this lesson:

1. Add a tooltip to the Code Avengers logo that says: "Go to Code
Avengers home page"

2. Add tooltips to any images on your page that don't have one.
3. (Optional) Add tooltips to the links you added in tasks 1 and 2 in

this lesson.

6. More common mistakes

6.1. fix bugs

In this lesson you'll practice finding more mistakes in code. Each task in this
lesson has 2 bugs.

1. Look at the code and the page on the phone to find the mistakes.
2. Fix the 1st misspelled tag name.
3. Fix the 2nd misspelled tag name.
4. Click when you are done.
5. Click to see what the page should look like (but with a different

background).
6. Click if you need to reset the code.

6.2. fix bugs

Another common mistake is to forget to add the end tag.

This task has 2 more bugs to fix.

Good luck!

1. Fix the 1st bug.
2. Fix the 2nd bug.

6.3. fix bugs

It is also common to make mistakes in attribute values.

This task has 2 more bugs for you to fix.

Look carefully!

1. Fix the 1st bug.
2. Fix the 2nd bug.

6.4. fix bugs

In this task there are 2 tags that have incorrect attributes.

Fix the mistakes. This one is difficult!

1. Fix the 1st bug.
2. Fix the 2nd bug.

6.5. fix bugs

Find 2 more mistakes in this last task.

You can do it!

1. Fix the 1st bug.
2. Fix the 2nd bug.

7. Review lessons 1-6

7.1. review basic tags

This lesson reviews what you have learned so far.

The code in the editor is the example page code, with the tag names
replaced by ?.

Your task is to make your page look the same as the example page.

1. Click to see what the page should look like.
2. Replace the ? on line 2 with the correct tag name.
3. Replace the ? on line 3.
4. Replace the ? on line 5.
5. Replace the ? on line 6.
6. For each task in this lesson click when you are done.

Lines 1‑2 are the 2 tags that your code must include to be a valid webpage.

7.2. review basic tags

Add the missing tags to make your code look like the example page. If you
can't remember use the reference.

1. Add tags to put the name, birthday and job on separate lines.
2. Add tags to bold the words name, birthday, and job.
3. Add tags to make 14th look like: 14th

https://mouse-master.com/
http://fionamotherof8.blogspot.com/
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7.3. review images

Now add my profile image to the page.

Set the following image attributes:

1. Set the location of the image to: /images/wedding.jpg
2. Set the height to 140 pixels.
3. Set the tooltip text to: "Married 2010/03/06"
4. Set the alternate text to "Mike and Nellie's wedding"

7.4. review anchors

Now add 2 anchors:

1. Link my image to my Facebook page which has the URL:
http://facebook.com/mrwwalmsley

2. Make the image link open in a new tab using the target attribute.
3. Link the "Code Avengers" heading at the top of the page to the

Code Avengers home page.
4. Add a tooltip that says "Go to home page" to the anchor tag from

step 3.

7.5. likes.html

For your final task, you'll create likes.html.

1. Copy the CSS stylesheet link tag used in profile.html and paste it
into likes.html.

2. Include at least 3 images of things you like.
3. Link each image to the site it is from.

If you want to add a YouTube video to your page, click here for instructions.

8. Formatted lists and paragraphs

8.1. horizontal rule tag

This lesson adds paragraphs and lists to profile.html.

But first, let's use the <hr> (horizontal rule) tag to separate sections on your
page.

1. Add an <hr> tag to the end of your code.
2. On the next line, add a level 2 heading: "My Super Powers"
3. After the heading, add 3 sentences about what makes you special.
4. Put 2 break tags between each sentence to add some space.
5. Click when you are done.

8.2. paragraph tag

Using the <p> or paragraph tag is better than using 2 break tags.

1. Remove the 2 break tags between the sentences about your super
powers.

2. Put <p> at the start of each sentence.

The <p> tag creates a gap between paragraphs that is less than a whole line.
Once you learn CSS you can set the exact size of the gap between
paragraphs.

8.3. unordered list

Now let's add a list of your favorite web sites to your profile.

Here is some example code for an unordered (bulleted) list:

HTML Code <ul>
   <li>Item 1

   <li>Item 2
   <li>Item 3
 </ul>

Webpage Output

The list starts and ends with unordered list (<ul>) tags.

Each list item starts with a list item (<li>) tag.

At the bottom of the example page is an unordered list that links to several
websites. The list code looks like this: <ul>   <li><a
href="http://...">Grandma's blog</a>   <li><a
href="http://...">Favorite ...</a>   <li><a
href="http://...">Dad's game</a> </ul>

For your next task:

1. Add a level 2 heading that says: "My Top Websites"
2. Add an unordered list of at least 4 of your favorite web sites.
3. Link each item in the list to the web site.

8.4. ordered list

Now you'll add an ordered (or numbered) list.

The code for an ordered list is the same as an unordered list, except that
<ul> is changed to <ol>.

HTML Code <ol>
   <li>Item 1

   <li>Item 2
   <li>Item 3
 </ol>

Webpage Output

1. At the end of your code, add a level 2 heading that starts with: "My
Top 5"

2. Add a list of your top 5 favorite movies, sports, musicians, books or
anything else.

3. Use the <ol> tag to create an ordered list.

8.5. meta tags

Now you will add a special tag that makes your page look better on all the
different shapes and sizes of mobile phones.

The code is:

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width">

There are a few other meta tags that are commonly used to give information
about a webpage to search engines.

All meta tags are put at the top of your page after the title tag. Almost all
of them have a name attribute and content attribute.

For example, the description meta tag has name set to "description" and
content set to a short explanation of what your page contains. The
description is often shown in search results when people find your site with
a search engine.

1. Copy the viewport meta tag and put it at the top of your page near
the link and title tags.

2. Add a description meta tag with the content attribute containing a
short explanation of the page contents.

If you are testing your page on a phone, try changing device-width (in the
content attribute value) to a number like 320 or 480 and 640 and see what
happens.

9. Google style guide for HTML

9.1. style guide

Code for webpages on the Internet often looks a little different from what
we have taught. In this lesson we will show 5 common differences.

Difference 1: the doctype on line 1 is usually in capital letters.

HTML tag and attribute names are not case sensitive; they can be
lowercase, UPPERCASE or mIxEdCaSe.

However, the Google style guide recommends using lowercase for all tag
and attribute names, except for doctype, which can be either <!DOCTYPE
html> or <!doctype html>.

Doing this will make your code look nicer than if you have some names
uppercase and others lowercase.

1. Make the code look nicer by making all tag names lowercase.
2. Make all the attribute names lowercase.
3. You can use all uppercase or lowercase for doctype (but not mixed

case).

You'll finish your profile page in the next lesson!

9.2. style guide

On line 3, the attribute values are surrounded by ' instead of ". The HTML
rules say that you can use ' or " around attribute values.

On line 4, the rel attribute value is not surround by ' or ".

The HTML rules say that quotes are not needed if the attribute value has no
spaces, /, ' or ". So on line 4, the href value must be surrounded by
quotes, since it has a / in it.

However, the Google style guide recommends always surrounding attribute
values with ".

1. Use " around all attribute values.
2. Click when you are done.

<ul> 
  <li>Item 1 

<ol> 
  <li>Item 1 
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9.3. style guide

Most HTML code contains 3 tags that we have not used yet: html, head and
body. These tags are optional, and the Google style guide recommends
leaving out optional tags.

The html start tag always goes on line 2, after the doctype, and the end tag
is put on the last line of your code.

An HTML document has two sections: the head and body.

The head section contains elements that are not printed on the screen, e.g.
title, link and meta tags.

The body section contains everything else.

The <head> and <body> tags are used to mark the start and end of the
sections.

1. Remove the optional html, head and body start and end tags.
2. Click when you are done.

When you don't use <html>, <head> and <body> tags, they are automatically
added to the page when it is loaded by the web browser.

9.4. style guide

Let's review the term HTML element. Most HTML elements have 3 parts:
start tag, element contents, end tag. E.g. <title>Code Avengers,
Profile</title> is a title element.

Some elements only have a start tag, e.g. <br> and <img
src="/images/logo.png">.

Other elements have an optional end tag, e.g. <li> and <p>. Since the
Google style guide recommends not using optional tags, we don't use
them.

1. Remove the optional end tags for p.
2. Remove the optional end tags for li.
3. Click when you are done.

By not including optional tags, your code looks nicer, and you will do less
typing too.

9.5. style guide

HTML has a special tag <!--...-->, which is used to add comments to your
code that are not shown on your page.

One use of comments is to explain the purpose of your code, to make it
easier for your team to edit the code at a later date. E.g. lines 3 & 8.

Another use of comments is to hide parts of your code that you might want
to show again later. E.g. lines 14‑16.

1. Remove the start and end comment tag on lines 14 & 16, to show
the 2nd reason for using comments.

2. Click when you are done.

10. {{header}}, {{footer}} & {{section}} tags

10.1. header and footer tags

All the tags you have used so far were part of HTML version 4. In this lesson
you will use a few tags that are new in HTML5.

First the header and footer tags.

header tags are put around the site logo, heading text and navigation links
that appear at the top of the page.

footer tags are put around information at the bottom of the page such as
copyright info, author's name, contact information and navigation links.

1. Add a header start tag just before the Code Avengers logo and
the blog and about links.

2. Add a header end tag just after the logo and blog and about links.
3. At the end of your code add a footer that contains your name and

copyright date (e.g. Created by Mike ©2012). Add © to your code
by copying and pasting.

4. For each task in this lesson click when you are done.

10.2. section tags

section tags are put around part of a page that is about the same topic.

1. Put a start section tag just after the end header tag.
2. Put a end section tag just before the start footer tag.

10.3. absolute and relative file paths

The href property sets the file paths for link and anchor tags; src sets
paths for images.

There are 3 types of paths: absolute, root relative and document relative.
Click here to see example paths in the Code Avengers File Explorer; the file
explorer can be accessed from the toolbox.

Absolute paths start with http:// or https:// and give the full address of
a resource.

They can link to resources on the same web site as well as other sites. For
example:

Link to Google Search <a href="http://google.com">Google
Search</a>

Logo image <img src="https://codeavengers.com/images/logo.png">

Relative paths are only for resources on your own site.

Root relative paths start with the / after the site address; e.g. on Code
Avengers, profile images are accessed using the root relative reference:
/images/profile1.png

1. Change the CSS style sheet link href from a root relative to
absolute path.

2. Change the Code Avengers logo src and surrounding anchor href
to absolute paths.

10.4. file paths

Your profile page is stored in a folder named after your codename, which is
in the c folder.

Its absolute path is:
https://codeavengers.com/c/codename/profile.html

Its root relative path is: /c/codename/profile.html

Document relative paths are relative to the location of the html page they
are on.

For example, in lesson 7.5 you created:
https://codeavengers.com/c/codename/likes.html

Since likes.html and profile.html are in the same folder the following code
links to profile.html from likes.html: <a
href="profile.html">Profile</a>

1. Add a link to likes.html on your profile page with the text: "My likes"
2. Use a document relative path to set the href attribute.

If you are not logged in, your page is stored in a guest folder.

10.5. document relative file paths

To link to resources in a different folder you can use ../ which means go
back a folder.

For example, if the profile page URL is:
https://codeavengers.com/c/codename/profile.html and the logo
image is: https://codeavengers.com/images/logo.png the following
code adds the logo to the profile page with a document relative path: <img
src="../../images/logo.png">

../../images means go back 2 folders then go into the images folder.

1. Change the CSS stylesheet link href from an absolute to
document relative path.

2. Change the Code Avengers logo src and surrounding anchor href
to document relative paths.

Click here for more details about document and root relative paths.

11. Introduction to [[CSS]]
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11.1. html review

Lessons 11 and 12 use <html>, <head> and <body> tags to make them easier
to understand.

Before we start CSS, make the following changes to the HTML code
in the editor:

1. Make the heading smaller by one level (see lesson 2.2).
2. Change the list from an unordered list to an ordered or numbered

list (see lesson 8.4).
3. Remove the link tag on line 5, so you can add your own CSS style

code.
4. For each task in this lesson click when you are done.

11.2. adding CSS

There are 2 ways to write CSS code. The 1st way is to write CSS and HTML in
separate files, then link the 2 files with the HTML link tag.

The 2nd way is to put CSS directly in your HTML code, in between style tags.
HTML files have two sections, the head and body; the style tags containing
CSS go in the head section, along with other things that are not shown on
the page.

1. Add the following CSS code to the head section of your HTML code:
 <style>

 html {
   background-color: green;

   color: red;
 }

 </style>
2. Change the CSS code to make the background color blue.
3. Change the CSS code to make the text color yellow.

Computer programming uses the American spelling of color instead of the
British spelling colour.

11.3. CSS rules

The 4 lines of code below make a CSS rule. Each rule has 2 parts. Line 1 is
the selector; it selects which parts of the HTML page are styled by that rule.
Lines 2 & 3 are a list of CSS property names and values.

Line 1 in the code above selects the content of the html tags, i.e. the whole
page. Lines 2‑3 set the background-color and text color properties of the
whole webpage.

For this task:

1. To make the text easier to read, set the background color to
darkBlue.

2. And the text color to lightYellow.
3. Change the CSS selector from html to ol to see what happens.
4. Then change the CSS selector from ol to h2.

11.4. tag rules

A CSS rule that starts with html { will set the style of the whole webpage.

A rule that starts with h2 { will only set the style of level 2 headings.

A rule that starts with ol, p { will change ordered lists and paragraphs.

html {
   background-color: blue;

   color: yellow;
 }

1. For this task, set the heading and paragraph background color to
indigo.

2. And set the heading and paragraph text color to yellowGreen.

11.5. multiple rules

You can add more CSS rules to give a different style to each element.

For example, the following CSS code has 2 rules. Lines 5‑7 set the
background color of the heading (h2) to green. Lines 1‑3 set the
background color for the rest of the page to orange. 

 1. html {
2.   background-color: orange;
3. }
4.  
5. h2 {
6.   background-color: green;
7. }

For this task:

1. Modify the existing CSS rule to make the background color of the
heading and list hotPink.

2. Add a new CSS rule to make the background color of the rest of
the page lightBlue.

3. Make the text color of the whole page any color you like. Click
here for a list of color names.

12. Common CSS mistakes

12.1. fix bugs

The code in the editor contains both HTML and CSS code

The code on lines 6‑14 between the style tags is CSS code; the rest of the
code is HTML.

Lines 11‑14 are a CSS rule. 
 Line 11 selects the h2 tags on the page. 

 Line 12 sets the background-color property to a value of lightGreen. 
 Line 13 sets the text color property to a value of black.

In this lesson you will practice finding bugs (or mistakes) in CSS code. Each
task has 2 CSS bugs.

1. Click to see what the page should look like.
2. Look at the code and fix a bug on line 6.
3. Fix another bug on line 11.
4. Click when you are done.
5. Click if you need help.
6. Click if you want to reset the code.

12.2. fix bugs

As with HTML tags and attributes, CSS is case insensitive. This means CSS
will work if text is lowercase (see line 7), uppercase (see line 8) or even
mixed case (see line 11).

However, the Google style guide recommends using only lowercase (except
for color names which have multiple words, e.g. lightGoldenRodYellow).

For this task:

1. Convert the CSS to all lowercase.
2. Fix the 2 CSS bugs that have made the text disappear.

12.3. fix bugs

In CSS, spaces and new lines can be removed (see line 16) and the CSS will
still work.

However, the Google style guide recommends laying out your code nicely,
as on lines 6‑14.

For this task:

1. Fix the layout on line 16.
2. Fix the bugs on lines 6‑14.
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12.4. fix bugs

There are 2 selectors that set the style of the whole page: html and body
(see line 6).

The html selector sets the style of everything in between the <html> and
</html> tags.

The body selector sets the style of everything in between the <body> and
</body> tags.

Since everything in HTML code that is shown on a webpage is inside the
body tags, these selectors do almost exactly the same thing. You will learn
the small difference in a later lesson.

1. Add a missing character on lines 6‑8.
2. Add a missing character on lines 15‑17.

12.5. fix bugs

In lessons 1-10 we didn't use the html, head and body tags. If you don't have
these tags, your web browser will pretend they are there, and your code still
works the same.

1. Remove the html, head and body, start and end tags.

2. Add a missing character in the 2nd CSS rule.
3. Add a missing character in the last CSS rule.

13. Using pretty [[font]]s

13.1. start your business page

In lessons 13-20 you'll create a webpage for a business. You may create it for
a business you'll start in the future, or for one that already exists.

For this task:

1. Choose a business to create a page for.
2. On line 1 add the doctype.
3. On line 2 add title tags that contain the name of the business.
4. On line 3 add the following code to make your page automatically

adjust to the width of each phone: <meta name="viewport"
content="width=device-width">

5. On lines 4‑5 add style start and end tags.
6. Inside the style tags, set the background color of the whole page

to any of the color names except black or white. If you want to
change the text color, do that too.

7. After the style tags, add level 1 heading tags that contain the
name of the business.

8. Add a level 3 heading that contains the business slogan or motto.

13.2. generic fonts

CSS has 5 font types (called generic fonts): cursive, fantasy, monospace, serif,
sans-serif.

cursive and fantasy are good for headings, since they are hard to read in
large chunks. 

 monospace is good for code; its characters have the same width. 
 serif is great for printed text and headings; its letters have little hooks on the

end called serifs. 
 sans-serif is good for the main text of websites; its letters have no serifs

(little hooks) and are easy to read on screens.

To set a level 2 heading to the monospace font, use the following CSS code: 
 h2 {

   font-family: monospace;
 } 

 If you don't specify a font-family the serif font is used.

1. For the level 1 heading (business name) use the cursive, fantasy or
sans-serif font type.

2. For the slogan use any font type except serif or the font used for the
business name.

13.3. web-safe fonts

A few fonts, called web-safe fonts, are available on all Mac, Windows and
Android devices.

Here is a list of web-safe fonts, grouped by generic font type:

Sans-serif - Andale Mono, Arial, Arial Black, Century Gothic, Trebuchet
MS, Verdana

Serif - Times New Roman, Georgia

Cursive - Comic Sans MS

Fantasy - Impact

Monospace - Courier New

To set the main heading font the example page uses: font-family:
'Trebuchet MS', sans-serif;

The specific font (Trebuchet MS) is followed by a comma then its generic font
(sans-serif), which is used as a backup if the computer is missing the
specific font.

Font names with 2 or more words are usually surrounded by 
 ' ' (click here to read why).

1. Click here to view the code for each web-safe font. This list is in
the toolbox.

2. Change the CSS to use a different web-safe font for h1.
3. Change the CSS to use a different web-safe font for h3.

13.4. font size

The CSS code font-size: 48px; sets the text height to 48 pixels.

The same height is set in inches with: font-size: 0.5in;

Or in centimeters with: font-size: 1.27cm;

Other ways to set the font-size are taught in a later course.

For this task:

1. Set the size of the level 1 heading to any value between 24 and
48 pixels.

2. Set the size of the level 3 heading to any value between 12 and
18 pixels.

13.5. Google web fonts

In CSS versions 1 and 2, web designers could only use web-safe fonts for
text. To use fancy fonts in headings, you had to create images using software
like Photoshop.

Now with web fonts CSS 3 it is possible to use any font.

1. Go to https://google.com/fonts
2. Choose a font to use for your heading and click the button with a

red circle and white cross.
3. In the section titled Embed Font, copy the code that begins with:
<link href='http://fonts.googleapis.com/css

4. Paste the link tag code on a new line above the <style> start tag.
5. Go back to Google web fonts, scroll to the section titled Specify in

CSS and copy the code that begins with font-family:
6. Paste that code into the CSS rule for the h1 tag.

14. Add style to [[anchor]] tags

14.1. facebook link

In this lesson you will change the style of the website and Facebook links.

First, add the following contact details to your page: location, email, phone
number, website and Facebook page.

If your business is not real, use any location, email and phone number you
like.

If you don't have a website or Facebook page, link to any real web and
Facebook page you like.

1. Use the format on the to add contact details to your page. Use the
strong tag to bold the words: location, email, phone, website
and Facebook. Use the break tag to put each detail on separate
lines.

2. Make the website and Facebook pages link to the actual sites.
3. Add the attribute target="_blank" to make the linked pages open

in a new tab.
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14.2. web-safe fonts

In lesson 13 you set specific fonts for h1 and h3. Now you'll set a specific
font for the rest of the page.

If you don't set the font-family for an element, your web browser uses the
font that is set for the html tag.

If there is no font-family set for the html tag, your web-browser uses the
serif font.

For this task:

1. Choose a font from the web-safe font list, then add the font-
family property to the CSS rule that starts with: html {

2. Make the color of your heading text different from the color of the
rest of the text (see color name list).

3. By default links are blue; change the color of the links to any color
except blue or black.

14.3. text-decoration CSS property

The underline on links can be turned off by setting the text-decoration
property to the value none.

For regular text, it can be turned on by setting text-decoration to
underline.

This property can also be set to line-through or overline to put a line
through or above text.

For this task:

1. Turn off the underline for your links.
2. Turn on the underline for your level 1 heading.

14.4. :hover selectors

The CSS selector a:hover is used to style links when the user hovers over
them.

This code makes links green on hover: 
 a:hover {

   color: green;
 }

:hover is used with other elements too. E.g. h1:hover is used to set the
hover style of headings.

1. Make links change color when the user hovers over them (choose
from the color name list).

2. Make the underline appear for links only when the user hovers over
them.

3. Make the h1 heading font-size larger when the user hovers over
it.

14.5. :visited selector

You can change the style of links that the user has already visited by using
the CSS selector a:visited.

For this task:

1. Set the color for visited links to a different color from normal (un-
visited) links (choose from the color name list).

2. Check that your rule works by clicking on the links and checking
that the color changes.

3. Remove the rule that made the heading font size larger when the
user hovers over it; we don't really want to do that! Also remove the
underline from the heading if you want to.

Note that if you add a link to a website you have already visited, it will
appear in the visited color.

15. CSS Google style guide

15.1. Google style guide

It would BE QUITE ANNOYING To Read A Book ThAt UsEs LoTs of different
styles. This is also true for website code.

This lesson introduces formatting and style guidelines for CSS code from the
Google style guide. These guidelines help you write code that's easy to read
and understand.

Lines 4‑6 in the editor have 3 CSS rules that are correct, but have bad
formatting. Follow the rules on the phone to make the CSS layout the same
as the example code below.

1. Fix the html rule.
2. Fix the li rule.
3. Fix the h1 rule.

selector {
   property-name: property-value;

 }
  
selector2 {

   font-family: 'Specific Font', generic-font;
 }

If you work on a team project, the team may have their own style guide.

15.2. single and double quotes

The 2 CSS rules on lines 4‑12 are valid CSS code. However, their layout and
formatting breaks a few Google style guide rules.

In CSS, font names that include spaces must be surrounded by either " " or
' '. So the following examples are both valid ways to set a CSS font family:

1. font-family: "Awesome Font", sans-serif;
2. font-family: 'Awesome Font', sans-serif;

In order to be consistent, the Google style guide recommends that you
always use single quotes (' '), as in line 2 of the example above.

When a CSS rule has 3 properties, you must put a ; after the 1st and

2nd property values, but the ; is optional for the last property value. So the
following code is valid CSS: p {

   background-color: yellow;
   color: blue;

   font-size: 16px /*; is optional here*/
 }

However, the Google style guide recommends that you always put a ; at the
end of the last property. Click here to read why.

Follow the last 4 guidelines on the phone, to make the CSS code on
lines 4‑12 in the editor have the same format as the example below.

1. Fix the html CSS rule.
2. Fix the h1, h2 CSS rule.

selector1,
 selector2 {
   property-name: property-value;

   font-family: 'Specific Font', generic-font;
 }

15.3. properties in alphabetic order

The Google style guide also says to put property names in alphabetical
order. This makes code easier to read when there are many properties in
each rule.

Fix the CSS code in the editor to follow this guideline.

1. Fix the 1st rule.
2. Fix the 2nd rule.

In most browsers you can press ALT+UP ARROW at the same time to shift a
line up, and ALT+DOWN ARROW to shift a line down.

https://google.github.io/styleguide/htmlcssguide.html
https://google.github.io/styleguide/htmlcssguide.html
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15.4. unbold headings

In this task we take a break from the Google style guide.

The CSS font-weight property is used to bold or unbold text.

Headings are bold by default. On line 13 the h1 heading is unbolded by
setting the font-weight property to normal. This makes the Impact font
easier to read.

For the CSS rule on lines 4‑8 add a font-weight property with a value of
bold.

15.5. shorthand properties

The Google style guide says to use shorthand properties to set the value of
several related CSS properties in a single line.

For example, the font-family, font-size and font-weight properties can
be set using the font shorthand property.

The 3 properties on lines 12‑14 can be replaced with: font: normal 28px
Impact, fantasy;

The values must be put in the correct order, i.e: font-weight font-size
font-family

Use the font shorthand property to combine the font related
properties on:

1. Lines 6‑8
2. Lines 12‑14
3. Lines 18‑19

Note that headings are bold if no font-weight property is specified.

16. Image borders

16.1. add images

To make the page look more interesting you need some images. In lesson 4
you learned how to add images.

The 2nd image in the example page was added with the following code: <img
src="/images/daughter8.jpg"

   alt="My daughter 2" width="115">

For this task:

1. Add at least 2 images to your page that are a similar shape. Click
here for instructions on how to get an image from Google image
search.

2. Add alt attribute text that describes your images for blind people
and search engines.

3. The example page sizes the images by setting the width attribute to
115 pixels. Size your images by setting the height attribute to 80
pixels.

Remember that the Google style guide recommends putting " " around
HTML attribute values, but ' ' around CSS property values.

16.2. image width and height

There are actually two ways to set the size of an image: using the img tag
attribute or using a CSS property.

The following code sets the width using the img tag attribute:

<img src="/images/daughter8.jpg" width="115">

The following code sets the width of all images on the page using a CSS
property: 

 img {
   width: 115px;

 }

Notice that the img tag attribute doesn't need px on the end, but the CSS
rule does.

If you add the img tag attribute and the CSS rule, the CSS rule is used.

1. Add a CSS rule that makes your image height between 100 and 200
pixels.

2. Remove the height attribute from the image tag.

16.3. image border

A border is added to an image by setting the border-style property to
solid.

Other border styles are: dotted, dashed, double, groove, ridge, inset,
outset and none.

The width of a border can be set with the border-width property.

1. Add a solid border to your images.
2. Set the border width to 20 pixels.
3. Change your image border style to be the same as the example

page.

16.4. image border-color

The border color is set using the border-color property.

To show a border you must set the border-style.

1. Set the border color to gold.
2. Delete the border-style property name and value (i.e. border-
style: ridge;).

 This makes the border disappear!

16.5. image border-style

As with the font there is also a shorthand border property. This property
combines the border-style, border-width and border-color into a
single line of code.

The image borders on the example use the following code: border: 4px
inset mediumSlateBlue;

The font property values must go in a specific order (weight size family),
however, the border property values can go in any order.

1. Set the image border style property to one of the following styles:
dotted, dashed, double, groove, ridge, inset, outset.

2. Set the image border width to any value between 1 and 8 pixels.
3. Set the image border color to any color except black. Choose from

the list of color names.
4. Combine the 3 border properties on the image using the

shorthand property.
5. Use the font shorthand property several times to replace all the
font properties used in your CSS.

17. Spacing with [[margin]]s

17.1. margin property

The CSS margin property is used to add space around HTML elements. There
are 4 margin properties: margin-top, margin-right, margin-bottom,
margin-left.

Your web browser automatically adds margin space above and below
headings. You can change the size of this space by setting the margin-top
and margin-bottom properties.

1. Add margin-top: 2px; to the CSS rule for the h1 tag, to reduce the
space above the business name 2 pixels.

2. Set the margin-bottom for the h1 tag to 0.
3. Set the margin-top for the slogan to 0.

17.2. image margins

Now add some space around your images.

1. Set the margin-right property to 20 pixels.
2. Set the margin-top property to 15 pixels.

17.3. business information

Now you will add some more information about the business.

1. Add at least 3 paragraphs about what the business does.
2. Put a p tag at the start of each paragraph. Remember that we omit

the closing tag </p> since it is optional.
3. Set margin-top for the paragraphs to 14 pixels.
4. Set margin-bottom for the paragraphs to 10 pixels.

https://google.github.io/styleguide/htmlcssguide.html
http://images.google.com/
https://google.github.io/styleguide/htmlcssguide.html
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17.4. margin shorthand property

As with font and border, there is a shorthand property for margin.

There are several ways to use the margin shorthand property; in this task we
explain 2 of them.

1. The code margin: 12px; sets all 4 margins to 12 pixels.
2. The code margin: 9px 8px 7px 6px; sets margin-top to 9 pixels,

margin-right to 8 pixels, margin-bottom to 7 pixels, and margin-
left to 6 pixels.

For this task, use the margin shorthand property to set:

3. All 4 image margins to 10 pixels.
4. All 4 h1 margins to 0.
5. Bottom h3 margin to 8 pixels, and top, left and right margins to 0.
6. Paragraph left and right margins to 0, the top to 14 and bottom to

10 pixels.

When you set a value to 0px you can leave off the px.

E.g. margin: 0; and margin: 0px; do the same thing.

17.5. centering with auto margin

Currently, your page is aligned to the left of the screen. In this task you will
learn a trick that centers your page using the margin and width properties.

1. Add the property width: 240px; to the CSS rule for the html. This
sets the width of the webpage content to 240 pixels, so you can
easily see what the next step does.

2. Add the property margin: 0 auto 0 auto; to the html tag. Your
browser will automatically set the left and right margins to center
your page.

3. Set the width of your page to 320 pixels.

18. Shadow effects

18.1. box-shadow property

In this lesson you'll add shadows to your images and headings.

Box shadows work with the latest versions of all 5 popular web browsers
(read more info).

1. In the CSS code, add the property box-shadow: 5px 15px; to the
img tag.

2. In the box-shadow property, change 5px to -5px and 15px to -15px.
3. Change both numbers to 4 pixels.

The 1st number moves the shadow left and right, the 2nd number moves it
up and down.

18.2. box-shadow color

By default the color of the shadow is the same color as text on the page.

Change the color using code like this: box-shadow: 4px 4px red;

Set the color of your image shadow to any color you like.

18.3. box-shadow blur and spread

Two more numbers can be added to a box-shadow to set the blur and
spread (or size) of the shadow.

To see how these 4 numbers work, change your box-shadow
numbers to the following values:

1. 0 0 0 10px
2. 0 0 10px 0
3. 0 0 10px 5px
4. 0 10px 10px 5px
5. 0 10px 10px -5px
6. Set the 4 numbers to any pixel values you like.

18.4. text-shadow

Shadows are added to text using the text-shadow property. Text shadow is
set using the same values as the box shadow, except the spread (or size)
value is not used.

The following code creates a 5 pixel light blue shadow shifted right and
down 3 pixels: text-shadow: 3px 3px 5px lightBlue;

1. Add a shadow to the business name that is shifted 1 pixel right, 1
pixel down and has a blur of 4 pixels.

2. Set the text shadow color to any color you like.

18.5. multiple shadows

You can actually add more than 1 shadow to a piece of text by setting the
text-shadow property to a comma-separated list of shadows.

Try setting the text shadow for your heading to these values:

1. -3px 0 red, 3px 0 cyan
2. 0px -1px 4px white, 0px -2px 10px yellow, 0px -10px
20px orange, 0px -18px 40px red

3. 0px 1px 0px darkGray, 0px 2px 0px gray, 0px 3px 0px
lightslategray, 0px 4px 0px dimGray, 0px 5px 0px
darkslategray, 0px 6px 5px black

4. Any value you like that uses at least 2 shadows with any colors you
like.

19. Background images

19.1. background-image property

In lesson 11 you set the page's background color. In this lesson you'll use an
image for the background by setting the background-image property.

The background on the example page is set by adding the following code to
the CSS rule for html tag:

 background-image: url(/images/textures/light2.png);

1. Set the background image on your page to the same image as the
example page.

2. There are 15 background images inside the textures folder. They
are named light1.png, light2.png, all the way to light15.png. Try a
few of them and choose your favorite. Click here to view all the
background images.

19.2. transparent background image

The textures folder has semi-transparent versions of the 15 images, which
let the background color show through. The semi-transparent images have
the letter a before the .png.

The example page background is set with the following code:

background-color: hotPink;
 background-image:

   url(/images/textures/light2a.png);

1. Change your background image to a semi-transparent background
image.

2. You may want to change the background color to a darker color
(see the color name list).

19.3. background shorthand property

As with font, border and margin, there is a background shorthand property
that combines background-color and background-image into a single line
of code.

The following code replaces the background color and image properties on
the example page:

background: hotPink url(/images/textures/light2a.png);

The color and image can be put in any order.

In your html CSS rule replace background-color and background-image
properties with the background shorthand property.

19.4. list-style-type property

For this task you add a list of products or services that the business provides.

The bullet point on a list is changed by setting the list-style-type
property for the <ul> tag to square, circle or none. The default value is disk
which shows a filled circle.

1. At the end of your page, add an unordered list of at least 5 products
or services your business provides.

2. Set the list-style-type to either square, circle or none.
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19.5. list-style-image property

The bullet point is replaced with an image using the list-style-image
property.

The following code is added to the CSS rule for the <ul> tag to replace the
bullet with a star on the example page:

list-style-image: url(/images/silverStar.png);

There are also images named goldStar.png and bronzeStar.png.

Add the list-style-image property to the ul tag rule and use one of the 3
star images.

20. Style {{header}}, {{footer}} & {{section}}

20.1. header, footer, section

To finish off the content of your page you will add tags to divide your page
into 3 sections: header, main section, footer.

1. At the bottom add text that says who created the page as well as a
copyright date (you can use the word copyright or the copyright
symbol ©).

2. Link your name to your Code Avengers profile page by surrounding
your name with anchor tags, and adding the attribute
href="profile.html"

3. Surround the text you added in steps 1 and 2 with <footer> and
</footer>

4. Surround your business name and slogan with <header> and
</header>

5. Surround everything in between the header and footer with
<section> and </section>

20.2. CSS for header and footer

Now you'll add CSS that makes the header and footer stand out.

1. Add a background color to the header and footer (choose from the
list of color names).

2. Add a border to your header and footer. Click here to see the types
of border styles.

20.3. text-align for header and footer

If you click the link at the top of the phone, you'll see that your main section
is centered, but the header and footer are aligned to the left.

Text alignment is changed using the text-align CSS property. Text can be
aligned using the property values: center, left, right and justify.

1. Center your header and footer text using the text-align property.
2. Justify your paragraph text using the text-align property.

20.4. header and footer margins

Now let's remove the space around the header and footer.

1. Remove the space above the header and below the footer by
adding a body tag rule with the margin set to 0.

2. Remove the space on the left and right of the header and footer by
setting the header and footer left and right margins to -10 pixels.

20.5. social buttons

For your final task in this course you will add Twitter and Facebook buttons
so people can share your business profile.

To complete this task add the buttons to the footer of your page.

1. Put a break tag inside your footer after your copyright text.
2. Add a Facebook like button using these instructions.
3. add a Twitter button using these instructions.
4. (Optional) Add a link from profile.html to business.html.

The Facebook button uses the <div> tag, which you'll learn in a later course.


